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Abstract—Construction engineering plays an important role in enhancing the economy growth of China and has made great contribution to its national economy. In this market-oriented mode of economy, cost management in the field of construction engineering draws more and more attention. Cost management helps to enhance the quality of construction engineering and facilitates capital flow and replenishment in construction corporations. And the construction project investment cost control theory based on the cost of domestic and international engineering and management theory, in summing up the cost of existing projects at home and abroad and established control methods and practical experience on the basis of the stage through cost management targets for cost-related factors, bidding, making price lost control of the analysis of the reasons for proposed construction projects and determine the reasonable cost of effective control measures taken.
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Cost management serves as a basic part in engineering management. Cost management is essential throughout the engineering construction, including the final phase of the construction. Hence, it has always been a popular topic in the field of engineering to explore the existing state of and solution to construction cost.

Figure 1. Construction Cost Management Problems and Solutions encounter
I. The Existing State of the Cost Management in Construction Engineering

Engineering cost management is an essential part in engineering construction. High quality cost management means, on one hand, the save of cost and the efficiency of corporation capital and on the other hand a kind of restraint to the corporations. This paper studies the existing state of cost management in engineering construction corporations from the following four aspects.

A. Problem of cost management hidden in construction bidding

To win the construction bidding, corporations tend to lower the bidding price. Yet the lower the price, the more hazards will occur in the process of carrying out the construction. In case of a low construction bidding price, the construction party will get less amount of construction capital for the engineering construction. That is to say, the lower quotation for construction cost will result in the lack of construction capital and as a result may cause jerry-build in the process of construction. Therefore, as far as the construction cost issue in construction bidding is concerned, a low price for the cost in the bidding phase will affect the construction that follows up and usually put the construction quality in jeopardy.

B. Problem of cost management hidden in construction design

Problem of cost management may also occur in the phase of construction design. In this phase, designers usually focus on the construction design and arrangement, and attach less importance to construction cost. However, issues concerned with construction cost may also cause an effect on the whole construction. Considering the particulars in the current construction management and construction design, the management of construction cost in the phase of construction design is still not enough. Construction cost has not been given enough attention; proper scheme for construction cost has not been worked out, which will cause trouble in construction cost management.

C. Extensive mode of construction cost management in construction work phase

In construction work, construction cost management is essential throughout the whole cost management process. Construction work concerns with the direct use of the construction fund, so the construction cost in this phase plays a decisive role in the wellbeing of the whole construction cost. Currently, the characteristics of construction cost management are clearly free and extensive. In the construction work phase, there is no clear and accurate record of how the capital budget is worked out and how the fund is spent. Moreover, many construction corporations still adopt the old-fashioned mode of cost management. As the cost management work in construction engineering varies with the development of society, traditional way of cost management can’t meet the demand of the construction cost management in the new society. Therefore, this old-fashioned way of cost management to a great extent is to the detriment of the construction cost management.

D. Old-fashioned system of construction cost management

In practice, the system of construction cost management is rather old-fashioned. The management method has not yet been information-dominated. This very practice is in the way of the conduct of construction cost management.

At present, in many architectural construction corporations, directors of construction cost fail to attach proportional importance to construction cost work. The cost management system is still imperfect in most corporations. There comes the management predicament in carrying out and fulfilling the specific cost management work. In addition, as we above mentioned, the management method lags behind. In modern society, information-related technology finds its application almost in every field. Yet the technology has not been fully adopted in construction cost work.

II. Solution to Perfect Construction Cost Management

Construction cost management has always been critical to the fulfillment of the architectural construction. To ensure a satisfactory construction cost management, different methods shall be adopted in accordance with the construction phases.

A. Enhance construction cost management in bidding phase

In the case of a rather low construction quotation, the director shall in bidding phase strengthen supervision of the construction, especially those of cost management and quotation management. For instance, in the case of a rather low quotation, the director can regulate the quotation to a reasonable level. In this way, the director can monitor the whole construction cost work from the bidding phase. Moreover, reinforcing construction cost management in the bidding phase calls for upgrading the cost monitor of construction bidding work. In the cost analysis of construction bidding, problems in the cost management shall be given extra attention, and supervision in the bidding phase shall be more strict and precise to perfect the construction monitor on the whole.

B. Enhance construction cost management in construction design phase

In the construction design phase, the designer shall pay attention to the cost management design and devote to improve the construction cost management. To do a better job in cost design, the director can measure and evaluate the construction design arrangement through the design terminal. In particular, the construction design scheme can be used as the guidance in the design work. Cost work is related to every procedure in the construction. As the cost director, he should analyze the construction budget in accordance with the objective of the construction cost management, and thereafter explore and study the cost problem found in the design phase. In addition, the director shall also regulate the capital efficiency in the construction design phase. Only by using the capital in a rational and efficient way can the cost capital for the construction be employed effectively in a whole.
C. Set up detailed construction cost design

In the execution of construction cost, extensive mode of construction cost management shall be promoted into a detailed mode of management. As the more detailed the construction cost, the more efficient the construction cost fund, detailed mode of management will promote the whole construction management and operation.

To come up with a detailed design standard for construction cost, the cost personnel should on one hand analyze problems in internal cost management and on the other hand give a sound cost design method. A sound design standard for cost management will generate more precise management objective. In addition, in the construction cost management work, the director should set up concise cost objective to increase the general level and potentiality of cost management, which in turn will strengthen the objective of the cost management. In the cost management work, detailed mode of cost management requires the support of well-round cost management system. So in the engineering system, the manager shall focus on setting up concise cost management system and method particularly to facilitate the construction cost work on a whole.

D. Set up and perfect the construction cost management system and method

In the whole construction cost management work, the corporations shall attach great importance to the enhancement of the construction cost management work level. They should also devote themselves to guarantee that the cost manager has a better understanding of the cost management work, improve their work ability in cost management, perfect the cost management system, and pay enough attention to the cost monitor. Moreover, in the management of cost work, information technology shall be adopted in the cost management work, higher level information technology shall be pursued, and cost management system shall be fully developed to better push forward the cost management work.

III. Conclusion

The construction cost management work is closely connected with the efficiency of the whole construction as well as the construction quality. In the future, the manager shall focus on improving the management level of the engineering construction cost, and devote to perfect the cost management scheme from many aspects to ensure the wellbeing of the engineering construction.
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